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Stabled in Barn D Box 137 

A BROWN COLT 
(IRE) 
March 14th, 2022 
(third foal) 

      

Malinas (GER) 

    
Lomitas (GB) 

    Niniski (USA) 
La Colorada (GER) 

Majoritat (GER) 

 

Konigsstuhl (GER) 
Monacchia (GER) 

Southern Dreamer (IRE) 
(2011) 

 

Kalanisi (IRE) 

 

Doyoun 
Kalamba (IRE) 

Downsouth (IRE) 

 

Supreme Leader 
Stormy Petrel (IRE) 

E.B.F. Nominated.       IRE Qualified         IRE Qualified 
 

1st Dam 
SOUTHERN DREAMER (IRE): ran once in a point-to-point; dam of 2 previous foals. She 

also has a 2-y-o colt by Policy Maker (IRE). 
 
2nd Dam 
DOWNSOUTH (IRE): ran once in a point-to-point at 4 years; Own sister to FLIGHT 

LEADER (IRE); dam of one winner from 3 runners and 9 foals; 
CIANDARRAGH (IRE): 2 wins, £10,697: winner of a N.H. Flat Race; also winner 

over hurdles, all her starts; dam of a winner: 
PRESENTING PETE (IRE): placed twice in N.H. Flat Races at 4 years, 2021; also 2 

wins over hurdles at 5 years, 2022 and £17,136 and placed 4 times. 
Ultra Beat (IRE) (2018 g. by Milan (GB)): unraced to date. 

She also has a 3-y-o gelding by Youmzain (IRE) and a yearling filly by Crystal Ocean (GB). 
 
3rd Dam 
STORMY PETREL (IRE): winner over fences at 6 years; Own sister to Strong Deel 

(IRE); dam of one winner from 3 runners and 9 foals; 
FLIGHT LEADER (IRE): placed once in a N.H. Flat Race at 6 years; also 3 wins 

over hurdles and £48,916 inc. Bristol Novices' Hurdle, Cheltenham, Gr.2, placed 3 
times inc. 3rd Cleeve Hurdle, Cheltenham, Gr.2 and placed 5 times over fences. 

Kerry Leader (IRE): winner of a point-to-point. 
 

4th Dam 
GORRYELM: ran 3 times at 4 years; also ran 3 times over hurdles at 4 years; dam of 

seven winners from 11 runners and 14 foals; 
Strong Deel (IRE): 5 wins, £27,047: winner over hurdles at 6 years and placed 4 

times and 4 wins over fences at 6 years and £21,761 and placed 7 times inc. 2nd 
Marston Moor H. Chase, Wetherby, L. 

BOY'S HURRAH (IRE): 4 wins, £52,384: winner of a N.H. Flat Race at 6 years and 
placed once; also 3 wins over fences and £46,872 and placed 4 times; also 5 wins 
in point-to-points. 

STRONG HURRICANE: 4 wins: winner of a N.H. Flat Race at 5 years; also winner 
over hurdles and placed twice and 2 wins over fences and placed twice. 

SIMPLY SALLY: 3 wins: winner over hurdles at 6 years and 2 wins over fences and 
placed 4 times; also winner of a point-to-point at 5 years; dam of a winner: 
SIMPLE SIMON (IRE): placed twice in N.H. Flat Races at 6 years; also winner 

over hurdles at 6 years and placed once; also winner of a point-to-point. 
Duggan's Forge (IRE): placed once over hurdles; also 2 wins in point-to-points. 
The Faloorie Man (IRE): 2 wins in point-to-points. 
Miss Audacious (IRE): placed once over hurdles at 6 years; also winner of a point-

to-point at 6 years. 
Mandy's Magic (IRE): unraced; dam of Twiss's Hill (IRE): 2 wins over hurdles 

and £15,570 and placed 3 times and placed 7 times over fences and £19,648 
inc. 2nd Hugh McMahon Mem. Novice Chase, Limerick, Gr.3 and 3rd Hugh 
McMahon Mem. Novice Chase, Limerick, Gr.3; also winner of a point-to-point. 

THE COBALT UNIT: 2 wins over fences and placed 13 times. 
HILLCREST LADY: placed 3 times in N.H. Flat Races at 5 years; also winner over 

hurdles at 6 years and placed 3 times; broodmare. 
STORMY PETREL (IRE): see above. 

 


